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Petit Musée
"Heaven for Antique Connoisseurs"

by Berenice Decados

+1 514 937 6161

Located in the heart of the downtown district, Petit Musée is a must-visit
for connoisseurs of antiques and art lovers alike. A collection which dates
back three generations to the late 1800s is displayed throughout the three
stories of this elegant shop. Silverware, furniture, tapestry, sculptures,
armors and Oriental art are only a few types of artifacts which are found
here. The shop also takes requests for special pieces from a particular
dynasty or background and ships it in if it is not already available.
www.petitmusee.com/

info@petitmusee.com

1494 rue Sherbrooke West,
Montreal QC

Milord Antiques
"Eclectic Olden Artifacts"

by
https://www.flickr.com/photos
/ghoseb/

+1 514 933 2433

Located in a beautiful colonial building on rue Notre-Dame, Milord
Antiques offers an array of beautiful items which date from the 18th to the
20th Century. From beautiful Classical-style furniture to Modernist nicknacks, there is something here for every taste. Established in 1991, the
shop is a member of the Canadian Antique Dealer's Association and also
collaborates with the Harbor View Center for Antiques in the United
States, thereby ensuring that only the most high-quality antiques are
available in their collection.
www.milordantiques.com/

showroom@milordantiques
.com

1870 rue Notre-Dame O,
Montreal QC

Grand Central Inc.
"Array of Antiques"

by denise carbonell

+1 514 935 1467

Dazzling chandeliers and an array or beautiful and intricate antique items
ranging from quaint figurines to elegant furniture is what one can find
when one walks into Grand Central Inc. The store is a treasure-trove of
antiques specializing in light fixtures and furniture from the 18th and 19th
Centuries. From delicately designed table lamps to grand chandeliers,
each piece is chosen carefully and adds to the collection. The wide variety
makes it the perfect place to buy a birthday gift for a friend or refurnish an
entire house.
grandcentralinc.ca/

info@grandcentralinc.ca

2448 Rue Notre-Dame O,
Montreal QC

by alexkerhead

Old Time Antiques
"Time-honored Pieces"
Old Time Antiques is an antique items shop situated in the city's southwest. hey stock a varied range of vintage items like chandeliers, antique
mirrors, sculptures, furniture etc. They provide different services like,
restoration of items to renting of antiques items. Renting of antiques items
is for short team photography shoots as well as long-term assignments.
This makes their collection optimal for movie production with easy lease
options and adjustable extensions.
+1 514 931 3777

oldtimesantiques@gmail.com

2613 Rue Notre-Dame O, Montreal QC

Monastiraki
"Explore the Artist in You"

by denise carbonell

+1 514 278 4879

Monastiraki is unique collectibles shop and art corner at Montreal. It also
organizes holding exhibitions, workshops for toddlers and adults, events
which includes book launches, apart from poetry readings and miniconcerts. Their instructor Billy Mavreas, who is also the co-director of the
boutique, conducts creative art classes for all age groups. The classes
offered are for getting acquainted with visual poetry, text based visual art,
intuitive and exploratory drawing etc.
monastiraki.blogspot.com

yesmonastiraki@gmail.com

5478 Boulvard St-Laurent,
Montreal QC

Antiques Loft 9
"Antique Treasures"

by McKay Savage from
London, UK

+1 514 315 8492

If you are an aficionado of all things vintage and antique then a visit to the
Antiques Loft 9 comes most recommended. This place is stocked with a
variety of articles that are sure to transport you back in time. From oil
paintings, vintage jewelry to archaic, wooden furniture, rustic lamps and
more, Antiques Loft 9 is filled with unique finds all you need to have is an
eye for details. It could get a bit challenging for you to navigate through
these items, but you can always approach the amicable owner for
assistance and help.
www.antiquesloft9.com/

6011 Avenue du Parc, Montreal QC
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